
I. DESCRIPTION OF THE 1987 PILOT STUDY 

The 1987 Pilot Study, like its prcdcccssors, provides an opportunity for social scientists to refine 
existing NES measures rod develop rod test oew instrumeotatioo. This Pilot Study carries q CW 
measures of foreign policy attitudes, system support, and morality. A significaot portioo of the 
study is devoted to expcrimeots in question wording and questioo order effects. 

SIodl hip The Pilot Study can be thought of as a three-wave panel. A subsample of 
457 respondents to the 1986 Natiooal Electioo Study were ioterviewcd bctwcco May 5 rod 
May 30. 1987; 360 of these people were reinterviewed betweeo June 2 and July 2, l?87. The 
ICPSR dataset includes variables from the 1986 NES for the 457 Pilot Study cases. To 
facilitate the testing of tbe new items, two forms were used in each of the two waves. 

Docomcnh~ioa A codebook rod copy of the questionnaire are provided with the dataset. 
Although the 1986 variables (from the Early Release dataset) are incorporated ioto the Pilot 
Study data file. documentation for the 1986 items is oot included in the 1987 Pilot Study 
codebook. Users should refer to their 1986 NE!3 codebook for the variable descriptioos rod 
coding of the items asked in that survey. If you do oot have a copy of the 1986 NES 
codebook, please order the 1986 Early Release documentation from the ICPSR when you 
request the 1987 Pilot Study data. 

Study Processing Interviewing oo the study ended July 2nd. and coding continued for two 
additiooal weeks. After the various components of the dataset had beeo merged together, 
the study staff scanned the frqueocies for each variable. Beyond these very mioimal 

I 

checks. the NES staff has oot done aoy processing ?f these data. If you discover any 
problems in the data or eocounter difficulty using the data file, please cootact me or a 
member of the project staff so we can assist you l od alert other users to the problem. 

How to Order the 19W PUot Study If you UC at an institution that Is a member of the 
ICPSR. you should contact your Consortium representative and order this Class IV dataset in 
the usual manner. If you are not affiliated with an ICPSR member Institution, you cao also 
secure the 1987 pilot Study Data and accompanying documentation from the ICPSR. Contact 
me for details, The charge is $80. If you UC a nonmember who also needs 8 copy of the 
1986 NES Early Release Documeotatioo, the total cost of the data and documentation is 
5100. 
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WAVE 1 

FORM A 



EXACT TIME NOW: 

Al. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling his 
job as president? 

8. DON’T 

cl 
KNW 

GomA _ 
f 

Ala. Do yoi approve Strongly or Ala. Do’you disapprove strongly or 
not strongly? not strongly? 

A2. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling the 
economy? 

A2a. Do you approve Strongly or 
not strongly? 

A2a. Do you disapprove strongly or 
not strongly? 

A3. I’d like to get your feelings toward some of our political leaders who 
are in the naws these days. I will use something we call the feeling 
thermometer and here is how it works: 1’11 read the name of a person 
and I’d like you to rate that person using the thmsometu. Ratings 
between 50 and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward 
that person. Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degroas mean that you 
don't feel favorable toward the person and you don’t care too much for 
that person. If you recognizr a namea but don’t Leo1 particularly warm 
or cold toward the person, you would rate thus at the 50 dagroo mark. 
If we come to a person whose name you don’t recognize, you don’t need 
to rata that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the nut one. 

DEGREE 

A3a. Our first person is Ronald Reagan. Row would you 
rate him using this thermometer? (PROBl? "DON'T KNOW" ' 
RESPOMSG: When you say “don’t know” do you mean 
that you don’t know who the person is, or do you 
have s&nothing else in mind?) 

A3b. Robert Dolo? (How would you rate him using this 
thermometer? 1 

A3c. George Bush? 

AM. Jack Keq? 

A3e. Gary Hart? 



A4. (Ratings between 50 and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and 
warm toward the group. Ratings between 0 and 50 degrees mean that you 
don’t feel favorable 
for that agroup. If 
particularly warm or 
degree mark.) 

toward the group and that you don’t care too much 
you recognize the name, but you don’t feel 
cold toward the group, you would rate it at the 50 

And still using the thermometer, how would you rate the following 
groups? 

DEGREE 

A4a. Our first group is liberals. (How would you rate 
it using this thermometer? 

A4b. Poor people? 

A&z. Conservatives? 

A4d. Peminists? 

Ale. Republicans? 

A4f. Moral Majority? 

A4g. Democrats7 

A4h. Blacks? 

AU. Christian Fundamentalists7 

A(). People on Welfare7 
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AS. I am going to read several statements. After each one, pleaso tell me 
whether you strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, 
somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree. 

STRONGLY 
AGREE 

ASa. Generally, the more 
influence America has 
on other nations, the 
better off they are. 

ASb. Other countries should 
try to make their 
governments as much like 
ours as possible. 

A5c. The important thing for 
the U.S. foreign aid 
program should be to 
make sure that the U.S. 
gains a political advan- 
tage in world affairs. 

A5d. In view of America’s 
moral ahd material 
superiority, it is only 
right that we should 
have the biggest say in 
deciding United Nations 
policies. 

sonEwHA1 
AGREE 

NEITRER 
AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE 

(31 

--I-- 
1 

SOMEWHAT STRONGLI 
DISAGREE DISAGREI 

(4) (5) 

I 
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A6. (I am going to read several statements. After each one, please tell me 
whether you strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, 
somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree. 1 

A6a. Personal income should 
not be determined just 
by one’s worth. Rather, 
everyone should get what 
they need to provide a 
decent life for their 
family. 

A6b. It is good for society 
as a whole when a few 
people do much better in 
life than most people. 

A6c. All in all, I think 
economic differences in 
this country are 
justif isd. 

A6d. It would be better for 
everyone if the distri- 
bution of wealth in this 
country were more equal. 

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT NEITHER SOMEWHAT STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE 

DISAGREE 
(1) (2) (3) ci) (5) 

: 

t 
A7. Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, 

Democrat, an independent, or what? 

NEXT PAGE, A7c 
II. (1: %G;~ w Ne7d 

A7a. When you say you are an independent, what 
do you mean by that? 

GO To A8 

A7b. How do you think of yourself politically7 

a 

-- 
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Ald . 

Ale. 

AB. 

A9. 

Would you call yourself a strong Republican or a not very strong 
Republican? 

piGi-1 piiGK&q 

Would you call yourself a strong Democrat or a not very strong _ 
Democrat? 

p&q piiK&zq 

In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of 
people were not able to vote because they weren’t registered, they were 
sick, or they just didn’t have time. How about you -- did you vote in 
the 1986 elections for United States Congress last Nwwber? 

I 
1. YES 

I 
5. NO 

I am going to read a list of words and phrases people may use to 
describe political figures. Think about Ronald Reagan. The first 
phrase is “intelligent”. In your opinion does the phrase “intelligent” 
describe Reagan extremely well, quite well, not too well, or not well . 
at all? 

people like you? 

L--.’ 
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AlO. Again, I am going to read several statements. Please tell me whether 
you strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, 
somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with each statement. The first 
statement is . . . 

STRONGLY 
AGREE 

I (1) 

AlOa. The newer lifestyles 
are contributing to the 
breakdown of our 
society. 

AlOb. The world is always 
changing and we should 
adjust our view of 
moral behavior to 
those changes. 

AlOc. There is too much 
sexual freedom and 
loose living today. 

AlOd. We should be more 
tolerant of people who 
chose to live according 
to their own moral 
standards, even if they 
are very different fraa 
our own. 

Aloe. Changes in lifestyles, 
such as divorce and men 
and women living 
together without being 
married are’signs of 
increasing moral decay. i 

AlOf. Society should be more 
accepting of people 
whose appearance or 
values are very 
different fraa most. 

%MWHA’I 
4GREE 

(2) 

. 

NEITHER 
AGREE NOF 
DISAGREE 

(3) 

jOt4EWHA 
1 I SAGRE: 

(0 

?I’RONGL! 
3ISAGREI 

(5) 
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All. Here is a list of some activities that occupy ma&err of th6.U.S. House 
of Representatives as part of their job. We want to know how important 
you think-these activities should be. 

Alla. Helping people in their 
district with problems 
they may have in 
dealing with the 
government? 

Allb. Waking sure their 
district gets its fair 
share of government 
money and projects? 

Allc. Working in Congress on 
bill cocerning national 
issues? 

Alld. Working in Congress on 
bills important mainly 
to their district? 

Alla. Taking a leading role 
in Congress? 

ERY SOMEWHAT NOT VERY NOT AT ALL DON’T 
MPCRTART IMPORTANT IMPORTART IWPORTART RRoW 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (8) 

Al2. What percentage of Americans would you say are living below the poverty 
line today? 

A13. Generally speaking, do you think the federal gwunmant is spending too 
much money, not enough money, 6r just about the right amount of money 
on assistance to the poor? 



A14. Who do you think should have the greatest responsibility for helping 
the poor: the government, the poor themselves, or voluntary groups 
such as churches and charities? 

Al5. Which of these two statements is closest to your own position: 
Government is responsible for the well-being of its citizens and has an 
obligation to take care of them; OR people al: 
own well-being and have an obligation to take 

1. GOVERNMENT IS 2. INDIVIDUAL IS 6. (II’ VOLUN- 
( RESTIBLE i/ / ;;F: 1 

I 

I 
Go To Al6 

responsible for their 
care of themselves? 

AlSa. Do you feel strongly about this or not strongly? 

A16. People sometimes feel sympathetic towards various groups in society. 
How sympathetic do you feel towards poor people? Would you say you 
feel extremely sympathetic, very sympathetic, somewhat sympathetic, or 
not at all sympathetic? 

A17. Regardless of how you personally feel about the two parties, I’d like 
you to tell.me which one, the Republican party or the Democratic party, 
would do a better job of handling the problem of assisting the paor? 

6. (IF VOLUNTEERED): BOTH 
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A16. Looking ahead, do you think the problem of managing the economy would’ 
be handled better in the next four years by the Republicam, by the 
Democrats, or about the same by both? 

A19. Now we would like to know something about the feelings you have toward 
Ronald Reagan. Has Reagan -- because of the kind of person he is, or 
because of something he has done -- ever made you feel... 

I I 

I A19d. Proud? I I I 
1 I I 1 

A20. When it comes to politics, do you usually think of yourself as a 
liberal, a conservative, a moderate, or don’t you think of yourself 

A2Oa. Would you call yourself a A20b. Do you think of yourself as 
strong liberal/conservative more like a liberal or more 
or a not very strong like a conservative? 
liberal/conservative? 

L --- 
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A21. Some people think the government should provide fewer services, even in 
areas such as health and education in order to reduce spending. Other 
people feel it is important for the government to provide many more 
services even if it means an increase in spending. which is closer to 
the way ‘you feel or haven’t you thought m&h about this? 

Gi!ijeq~~~I’ 

W TO A22a 

I 1. FEWER SERVICES; 
REDUCE SPENDING 

AZlb,. Still thinking about the question you just answered, I’d like you 
do tell me what ideas came to mind as you were answering this 
question. Exactly what things went through your mind? [DO NOT 

’ PROBE] 

iNTERVIEWI% CHECRPOINT: 

PLEASE RECORD ANSWER TO A21 BELOW AND FOLLOW THE APPROPRIATE SKIP 

T 

1. FEWER SERVICES; REDUCED SPENDING 

0 * 2. DEPENDS/THE RIGHT AMGUNT NDW ---B NEXT PAGE, A21e 

Cl 5. k&E SERVICES; INCREASE SPENDING ---> NEXT PAGE, A21g 

0 7. HAti’T THOI;GHT ABOUT IT ---> P. 12, A22 

t 
A2lc. Are there any (other) reasons that you favor reducing government 

services? 

(5.1 pk (what are they?) (any others?) 

W TO A2l.d 

A21d. Do you see any problems with reducing gwernment services? 

15.1 pk> (What are they?) (Any othus?) 

PAGE 12, A22 

PAGE 12, A22 
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ANSWER To A21 = PROVIDING MDRE WVERRMERT SERVICES 

A21e. Are there any (other) reasons that you favor prwiding more 
gwernment services? 

(5.=] [,.k (What are they?) (Any others?) 

w To A2lf 

A2lf. Do you see any problems with providing more gwunment services? 

[HOI FE> What are they?) (Any others?) 

NEXT PAGE, A22 

NEXT PAGE, A22 

AM4Eu M A21 - DEPENDS 

A219. Are there any reasons that you favor reducing gwernamt 
suvices? 

/5.] (,.k> (What ue they?) (Any Others?) 

W TG A2lh 

. 
A2l.h. Do you see any problas with reducing gWermt services? 

15.1 pb (What are they?) (Any othus?) 

NEXT PAGE, A2li 
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A211. Are there any reasons that you favor providing more government 
services? 

15.1 I=/ (What are they?) (Any others?) ’ 

W TO A21j 

A21j. Do you see any problems with providing more government services? 

[,.I pk-> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

W To A22 

A22a. Now I am going to read two statements. Please tell me which comes 
closest to your own view. 

Premarital sex is illllDora1, . 

OR 

There is nothing necessarily immoral about premarital sex. 

A22c. Please consider these two statements: 

Having children without being married is immoral, 

There is nothing necessarily imoral about having children without 
being married. 
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A22c. (The next two statements are:) 

Homosexuality is immoral, 

OR 

There is nothing necessarily ixmoral about homosexuality. 

A22d. And which of these comes closest to the way you feel? 

On the question of whether homosexuality is immoral, I have my own 
view but I’m not sure if it is the one true ahswu, 

OR 

(On the question of whether homosexuality is immoral,) I feel there 
is a basic truth to the position I have taken. 

A22e. (Next:) 

Divorce is firmoral, 

OR 

There is nothing necessarily immoral about divorce. 

A22f. And which of these coxes closest to the way you feel? 

On the question of whether divorce is immoral, I have my own view 
but I’m.not sure if it is the one true answer, 

OR 

(On the question of whether divorce is Lmaaral,) I feel there is a 

basic truth to the position I have taken. 

--- 



A22g. (The next two statements are:) 

Abortion is irmaoral, 

OR 

There is nothing necessarily imaoral about abortion. 

A22h. And which of these comes closest to the way you feel? 

On the question of whether abortion is irmaoral, I have my own view 
but I’m not sure if it is one true answer, 

OR 

(On the question of whether abortion is immoral,) I feel there is a 
basic truth to the position I have taken. 

A35. How important is it for, the U.S. to have a strong military force in 
order to get our way with our adversaries? Is it extremely important, 
very important, somewhat important, or not at all important? 

L--- 
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A36. For the next question, I’d like you to think of a scale ranging from 1 
to 7. Some people think the United States should become much less 
involvedin the internal affairs of Central American countries. 
Suppose these people are at one end of the scale at point 1. Others 
believe that the U.S. government should become much more involved in 
this part of the world. Suppose these people are at the other‘end, at 
point 7. And, of course, some other people have opinions somewhere in 
between at points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. Where would you place yourself on 
this scale or haven’t you thought much about this? 

Some people think the 
United States should 
become much less involved 
in the internal affairs of 
Central American countries 

The United States should 
become much more involved 
in this part of the 
world 

ENTER NUMBER (l-7): /[DOW’t~l 

A36a. Where would you place the Deauxratic party on this scale? 

ENTER RUMRER (l-7): 

Where would you place) the Republican party? 

ENTER NUMBER (l-7): 

(Where would you place) Ronald Reagan? 

ERTER RUMRER (1-71: 

A42. If you had a say in making up the federal budget this year, would you 
like to see spending for aid to the Contras in Wicara9ua incr~sd, 
decreasd, or kept about the same? 

A43. Looking ahead, do you think the problem of keeping out of war would be 
handled better in the next four years by the Republicans, by the 
Democrats, or about the same by both? 
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A44. Some people feel the government in Washington should see to it that 
every person has a job and a good standard of living. Others think the 
government should just let each person get ahead on their own. which 
is closer to the way you feel or haven’t you thought much about it? 

PAGE 19, A45 

A44b. Still thinking about the question you just answered, I’d like you 
do tell me what ideas came to mind as you were answering this , 
question. Exactly what things went through your mind? 
[W NOT PROBE] 

JO. NOTHING1 

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: 

# L 
t 

A44c. A 

PLEASE RECORD ANSWER To A44 BELOW AND FOLLOW THE APPROPRIATE SKIP 
I 

J 1. GOVERNMENT EFFORTS 

cl 5. GET AHEAD ALONE ---> NEXT PAGE, A440 

El 3. (IF VOLUNTEERED) DEPENDS --‘-> PAGE 17, A44g 

0 7. HAVEN’T THOUGHT MUCH ---> PAGE 19, A45 

re there any (other) reasons that you favor government efforts to make 
certain that every puson has a job and a 9ood standard of living? 

15.1 IYZ+ (what are they?) MY others?) 

W To, A44d 

A44d. Do you see any problams with government efforts to make cutain 
that every person has a job and a 9ood standard of living? 

15.1 pb (What are they?) ,, (Any othus?) 

PAGE 19, A45 

. 

L’ 
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ANSWER To A44 = GW AHEAD ALONE 

Aate. Are there any (other) reasons that you think the governamnt 
should just let each person get ahead on their own? 

(,.,I FE, (What are they?) (Any others?) _ 

Go To A44f 

A44f. Do you see any problems with the government letting each person 
get ahead on their own? 

15.1 [Ek (What are they?) (Any others?) 

PAGE 19, A45 

PAGE 19, A45 

ANSWER To A44 * DEPENDS 

A449. Are there any other reasons that you favor 9wernment aLfOrtS to 
make certain that every person has a job and a 9o0d stunlard of 
living? 

15.1 (1.=1--> What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO M A44h 

A44h. Do you SW any problems with 9wernment efforts to mke cutaln 
that avery person bar a job and a 90od standard of living? 

(5.1 lx+ What are they?) (Any othur?) 

NEXT PAGE, A441 

. 
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A441. Are there any reasons that you think the government should just’ 
let each person get ahead on their own7 

IS.1 p/ (What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO TO A44j 

A44). Do you see any problems with the government letting each person 
get ahead on their own? 

[=I lxb What are they?) (Any others?) 

PAGE 19, A45 

PAGE 19, A45 

-- 
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A45. Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, k 
Democrat, an Independent, or what? 

4. OTHER 
PARTY 

I I 
I I 1 

GO To A45c 
INTERVIEWER CHECRPOINT: 

L 

DID R MENTION OR INDICATE THAT THEY WERE ASKED THIS QUESTION 
EARLIER IN THE INTERVIEW? . 

cl 1. YES, MENTIONED 

cl 2. YES, INDICATED (TONE OF VOICE, ETC. 

Cl 5. NO, NO INDICATION OR MENTION 

ISa. Would you call yourself a A4Sb. Would you call yourself’s 
strong Republican or a not strong Democrat or a not 
very strong Republican7 very stronp Dunocrat? 

A4fc. Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican Party or to 
the Democratic Party? 

A46a. The federal budget deficit last year was about $170 billion. What do 
you think should be done to bring the budpet into balance? 

Cut military spending; OR 

Cut spending on domestic programs such as environmental control, enti- 
drug smuggling, and Medicare OR 

Increase taxes? 

8. CUT MLITART 
SPEllDINg ARD 
IRCRUSE TAXES I 
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A46b. Do you approve or disapprove of the way President Reagan has handled 
the federal deficit problem? 

A46c. Last year the United States sent the Contra rebels $100 million to help 
them in their fight to overthrow the Sandanista government in 
Nicaragua. Do you favor sending this foreign aid to the Contras or 
not? 

A46d. Do you approve or disapprove of the way President Reagan has handled 
the question of military aid to the Contra rebels in Nicaragua? 

I- i_ 
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A47. Some people feel that the government in Washington should make every 
effort to improve the social and economic position of blacks. Others 
feel that the government should not make any special effort to help 
blacks because they should help themselves. Which comes closer to the 
way you feel or haven’t you thought much about this? 

PAGE 23, A48 

A47b. Still thinking about the question you just answered, I’d like you 
do tell me what ideas ca& to mind-as you were answ&ing this - 
question. Exactly what went through your mind? [DO NOT PROBE] 

0. NOTHING 

P 
INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: 

PLEASE RECORD ANSWER M A47 BELM AND FOLLOW THE APPROPRIATE SKIP 

0 1. GOVERNMENT 

0 3. (IF VOLUNTEERED) DEPENDS ---> NEXT PAGE, A47e 

0 5. HELP THEMSELVES ---> PAGE 22, A479 

0 7. HAVEN’T THOUGHT MUCH ---> PAGE 23, A48 

t 
A47c. Are there any (other) reasons that you favor government efforts 

to improve the social and economic position of blacks? 

(5.1 pb What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO To 4474 

A47d. Do yoi see any problras with 9wernment efforts to improve the 
social and economic position of blacks? 

[5.no] pk What ue they?) (Any others?) 

PAGE 23, A48 

PAGE 23, A40 
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ANSWER TO A47 - BLACXS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES 

A47e. Are there any (other) reasons that you favor letting blacks help 
themselves7 

L5.1 FE> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO TO A472 

A472. Do you see any problems with letting blacks help themselves? 

15.1 p+ (What are they?) iAny others?) 

PAGE 23, A40 

PAGE 23, A40 

ANSWER TO A47 - DEPENDS 
, . 

A479. Are there any other reasons that you favor government efforts to 
imprwe the social and wonomic position of blacks? 

15.1 pb> What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO To A47h 

A47h. Do you see any problems with gwernment efforts to improve the 
social and economic position of blacks? 

15.1 ~FB (What are they?) (Any others?) 

NEXT PAGE, A47i . 
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A471. Are there any reasons that you favor lettinp blacks help 
themselves? 

15.1 [Xk .tmat are they?) (any others?) 

GO TO A47j 

~47j. Do you see any problems lettin blacks help thaoselvas? 

lFiiij ’ (1.k~ (what are they?) (any others?) 

W TU A48 

W To A40 

A40. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Raa9an is handling his 
job as presidant? * 

‘NTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: , 

DID R MENTION OR INDICATE’THAT THEY WERE MRED THIS QUESTION 
EARLIER IN THE INTERVIEW? 

0 1. YES, MERTIONED 

•J 2. YES, INDICATED (TONE Ot VOICE, ETC.) 

Cl 5. NO, NO IRDICATION OR MENTION 

L0a. Do you approve strongly or 
not stron9ly? 

piiGzzq 

2. NOT STRONGLY APPROVE 

A40a. Do you disapprove strongly or’ 
not strongly? 

5. STRONGLY DISAPPROVE 



A40b. 
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Still thinking about the question you just answered, I’d like you 
dole11 me what ideas came to mind as you were answering this 
question. Exactly what things went through your mind? [DO NOT 
PROBE] 

INTERVIEWER CHECK&QINT: 

PLEASE RECORD ANSWER TO A40 BELOW AND FOLLOW THE APPROPRIATE SKIP 

0 1. APPROVE 

0 5. DISAPPROVE ---> NEXT PAGE, A40e 

cl 0. DON'T KNOW/REFUSED ---> PAGE 26, A49 

I, 
A40c. Are there any (other) reasons that you approve of the way Reagan 

is handling his job as President? 

(,.=I (1.+ (what are they?) (any others?) 

WTOA40d 

I 

A40d. Can you think of any masons that would laad you to disapprwa of 
the way Raa9an is handling his job as Presidant? 

15.1 pk (what are they?) (any others?) 

PAGE 26, A49 

PAGE 26, A49 
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ANSWER TU A40-= DISAPPROVE 

A40e. Are there any (other) reasons that you disapprwe of the-way 
Rea9an is handling his job as President? 

Is.1 pk (What are they?) (any others?) 

W TG A402 

A40f. Can you think of any reasons that would lead you to apprwm of 
the way Reapan is handling his job as President? 

(5.1 FE> (What are they?) (Any othus?) 

PAGE 26, A49 

PAGE 26, A49 
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A49. Here is a list of some activities that .occupy members of the U.S. 
Senate as part ot their job. We want to know how important you think 
these activities should be. 

VERY 
IMPORTANT 

(1) 

A49a. Helping people in their 
state with problems 
they may have in 
dealing with the 
government? 

A49b. Waking sure their 
state gets its fair 
share of government 
money and projects? 

A49c. Working in Congress on 
bill cocerning national 
issues? 

A49d. Working in Congress on 
bills important mainly 
to their state? 

A49e. Taking a leading role 
in Conpress? I 

KlMEWHAT NOT VERY NOT AT ALL 
IHRORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT 

(2) (3) (4) 

DON’T 
KNOW 

(0) 

These are all the questions I have. Thank you very much for your time and 
your help with our research. 

EXACT TIW NOW: 
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EXACT TIME NOW: 

Al. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Rea9an is handlinq his 
joJ as prasidant? 

Ala. Do you approve strongly or 
not strongly? 

2. NOT STRONGLY 
APPROVE I 

(10 TO A2 

Ala. Do you disapprove stronply or 
not stronoly? 

A2. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Raagan is handling the 
economy? 

1pyi-q ” (“. 

A2a. Do you apprwe strongly or 
not strongly? 

A2a. Do you disapprove stronely or 
not stron9lyt 
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A3. I am going to read several statements. After each one, please tell me 
whether you strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, 
somewhat disagree, or strongly-disagree. 

A3a. Generally, the more 
influence America has 
on other nations, the 
better off they are. 

A3b. Other countries should 
try to make their 
governments as much like 
ours as possible. 

A3c. The important thing for 
the U.S. foreign aid 
program should be to 
make sure that the U.S. 
gains a political advan- 
tage in world affairs. 

A3d. In view of America’s 
moral and material 
superiority, it is only, 
right that we should 
have the biggest say in 
deciding United Nations 
policies. 

XRONGLY SOMEWHAT NEITHER SOMEWHAT STRONGLY 
LGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE 

DISAGREE 
(1) (2) (3) (0 (5) 

A.-. __ 
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A4. (I am going to read several statements. After each one, please tell me 
whether you stroncrly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, 
somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree.) 

A4a. Personal income should 
not be determined just 
by one’s worth. Rather, 
everyone should get what 
they need to provide a 
decent life for their 
family. 

A4b. It is 9ood for society 

STRONGLY 
AGREE 

(1) 

SOMEWHAI 
AGREE 

(2) 

NE ITHER 
AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE 

(3) 

as a whole when a few 
rledomuchb;iliiinl 1 1 
life than most people. 

A4c. All in all, I think 
economic differences in 
this country are 
justified. 

A4d. It would be better for 
everyone if the distri- 
bution of wealth in this 
country were more equal. 

SOMEWHAT STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE 

(4) (5) 

. 

AS. Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Dunocrat, a 
Republican, an indepandant, or don’t you think of yourself that way? 

1. REPUBLICAN F 
1 
ASa. Would you call yourself a ASb. Would you call yourself 

strong Rqmblican or a not strong Dmocrat or a no 
very strong Republican? very strong Daaxrat? 

2. INDEPENDENT 3. NO PREFERENCE 

I I 

00 To ASc 

A5c. Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican Party or to 
the Democratic Party? 
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A6. In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of 
people were not able to vote because they weren’t registered, they were 
sick, or they just didn’t have time. How about you -- 

Thinking back over the last four national elections, that is the 
Presidential elections of 1900 and 1904, and the Congressional - 
elections of 1902 and 1906, did you vote in any of these elections? 

Did you vote in the 1906 elections for United States Congress last 
November 7 

A7 . I am going to read a list of words and phrases people may use to 
describe political figures. Think about Ronald Reagan. The first 
phrase is “intelligent”. In your opinion does the phrase “intelligent” 
describe Reagan extremely well, quite well, not too well, or not well 
at all? 

-. 
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A0. I am going to read several statements. Please tell me whether you 
strongly agree, somewhat agree , neither agree nor disagree, somewhat 
disagree, or strongly disagree with each statement. The first 
statement is . . . 

A0a. 

ABb. 

ABC. 

A&l. 

A0e. 

A02. 

The newer lifestyles 
are contributing to the 
breakdown of our 
society. 

The world is always 
changing and we should 
adjust our view of 
moral behavior to 
those changes. 

There is too much 
sexual freedom and 
loose living today. 

We should be more 
tolerant of people who 
chose to live according 
to their own moral 
standards, even if they 
are very different fros 
our own, 

Changes in lifestyles, 
such as divorce ud mer 
and women living 
together without being 
married are signs of 
increasing moral decay 

Society should be more 
accepting of people 
whose appearance or 
values are very 
different from most. 

TRONGLY SOMEWHAT NEITHER TRONGLY SOMEWHAT NEITHER 
GREE GREE AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR AGREE NOR 

DISAGREE DISAGREE 
(1) (1) (2) (2) (3) (3) 

SOMEWHAT STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE 

(4) (5) 
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A9. Here is a list of some activities that occupy members of the U.S. House 
of Representatives as part of their job. We want to know how important 

-A9a. 

A9b. 

A9c. 

A9d. 

Age. 

you think these activities should be. 

VERY SGWEWHAT NOT VERY NOT AT ALL 
IHPGRTAWT IMPORTANT IMPGRTAWT IMPORTANT 

I (1) (21 0) (4) 

Helping people in their 
district with problems 
they may have in 
dealin With the 
government? 

Waking sure their . 
district gets its fair 
share of government 
money and projects? 

Working in Congress on 
bill cocerning national 
issues? 

Working in Congress on 
bills important mainly 
to their district? 

Taking a leading role 
in Congress7 

, 

b I 
Y 
K)N’T 
USW 
(0) 

l 

AlO. What percentape of Americans Would you say are receiving welfare payments7 

All. Generally speaking, do you think the federal government is spendin too much 
money, not enough money, or just about the right amount of money on welfare 
programs? 

A12. Who do you think should have the greatest responsibility for helping the 
poor: the gwernment, the poor themselves, or voluntary groups such as 
churches and charities? 

- 



1. WVERNMENT IS 2. INDIVIDUAL IS 
RESPONSIEi,LE RESPONSIBLE 

1 I 

I’lpG+izy 

W To Al4 
11 

t 

A13a. Do you feel strongly about this or not strongly? 

I 

; 

. 

I 

7 

A13. Which of these two statements is closest to your own position: Gover&eent 
is responsible for the well-being of its citizens and has ah obligation to 
take care of them; OR people are responsible for their own well-being and 
have an obligation to take care of themselves? 

Al4. People sometimes feel sympathetic towards various groups in society. How 
sympathetic do you feel towards welfare recipients? Would you say you feel 
extremely sympathetic, very sympathetic, somewhat sympathetic, or not at all 
sympathetic? 

. 
A15. Regardless of how you personally feel about the two parties, I’d like you to 

tell me which one, the Rapublicah party or the Democratic party, would do a 
better job of handling the probla.of managing welfare programs? 

6. (IF VOLUNTEERED): EbOTH 1 l-ix&q 

Al6. Looking ahead, do you think the problem of mahaging the aconouy would be 
handled better in the neat four years by the Republicans, by tha Democrats, 
or about th? same by both? 

-.- 



0 

A17. Now we would like to know something about the feelings you have toward 
Rona Id Reagan. Has Reagan -- because of the kind of person he is, or 
because of something he has done -- ever made you feei... 

A17a. Angry? 

A17b. Hopeful? 

YES; HAVE FELT NO; NEVER FELT 
(1) (5) 

A17c. Afraid of him? 

A17d. Proud7 

A10. When it comes to politics, do you usually think of yourself as a liberal, a 
conservative, a moderate, or don’t you think of yourself that way7 

S.NEITHER (NO 
0.DON.T 4.WN’T THINK 

KNOW OF SELF 

1 I 1 

NE)(T PAGE, A19 

A10a. Would you call yourself a A10b. Do you think of yourself as 
strong (liberal/conservative) more like a liberal or more 
or a not very strong like a conservative? 
(liberal/conservativel? 

. 
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A19. Some people think the government should provide fewer services, even in 
areas such as health and education in order to reduce spending. Other 
people feel it is important for the government to prwide many more 
services, even if it means an increase in spending. 

Alga. Before telling me how you feel about this, could you tell me what 
kinds of things come to mind when you think about fewer government 
services? (Any others?) 

A19b. NOW, what kinds of things come to mind when you think about 
increases in government spending? (Any others?) 

A19c. Now I’d like to restate the question. 

. 

Some people think the gwernment should provide fewer services, even 
in arus such as health and education in order to’reduco spending. 
Othu people feel it is important for the government to prwide many 
more services even if it means an increaro in spending. Which is 
closer to the way you feel? 

A2Oa. Now I am going to rud two statements. Please tell me which cases 
closest to your own view. 

Premarital su is issaoral, 

OR . 

There is nothing necessarily Immoral about pr-rftal sex. 
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A20c. Please consider these two statements: 

Raving children without being married is immoral, 

OR 

There~is nothing necessarily inmoral about having children without 
being married. 

A20c. 

A2Od. 

A2Oe. 

I I I I 

(The next two statements are:) 

Homosexuality is immral, 

OR 

There is nothing necessarily immoral about homosexuality. 

pzq Fl pYGGzDEPtllDSj 1-1 

And which of these comes closest to the way you feel? 

On the question oflwhether homosexuality is ixtsoral, I have my own 
view but I’m not sure if it is the one true answer, 

OR 

(On the question of whether homosexuality is isssoral,) I feel there 
is a basic truth to the position I have taken. 

pi--] pq pikq pLzzz+ 

(Nut:) 

Divorce is imoral, 

OR 

There is nothing necessarily immoral about divorce. 



I 
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A20f. And which of these comes closest to the way you feel? 

On the question of whether divorce is iamoral, I have my own view but 
I’m not sure if it is the one true answer, 

OR 

(On the question of whether divorce is isssoral,) I feel there is a 
basic truth to the position I have taken. 

A20g. (The next two statements are:) 

Abortion is isusoral, 

OR 

There is nothing necessarily imoral about abortion. 

A20h. And which of these comes closest to the way you feel? 

On the question of whether abortion is immoral, I have my own vi8u 
but I’m not sure if it is one true answer, 

(On the question of whether abortion is imPoral,) I feel there is a 
basic truth to the position I have taken. 

pq I’.1 (3.1 I”.1 
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A21. For the next question, I’d like you to think of a scale ranging from 1 
to 7. Some people think the United States should become much less 
involved in the internal affairs of Central American countries. Suppose 
these people are at one end of the scale at point 1. Others believe 
that the U.S. government should become much more involved in-this part 
of the world. Suppose these people are at the other end, at point 7. 
And, of course, some other people have opinions somewhere in between at 
points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. Where would you place yourself on this scale 
or haven’t you thought much about this? 

j-;-;-i 
Some people think the 
United States should 
become much less involved 
in the internal affairs of 
Central American countries 

The United States should 
become much more involved 
in this part of the 
wor Id 

ENTER NUMBER (l-7): pIxizzq~)O. 

A21a. Where would you place the Damocratic party on this scale? 

ENTER NUMRER (l-7): 

Where would you place) the Republican party? 

ENTER NUMBER (l-7): 

(Where would you place) Ronald Reagan? 

ENTER NURRER (l-7) : 

A22. If you had a say in making up.the federal budget this year, would you 
like to see spending for aid to the Contras in Nicaragua increased, 
decreased, or kept about the same? 

A23, * Looking ahead, do you think the problem of keeping out of war would be 
handled better in the next four years by the Republicans, by the 
Democrats, or about the same by both? 
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1 . A24. I’d like to get your feelings toward some of our political leaders who 
. are in the news these days. I will use seething we call the feeling 

thermometu and here is how it works: 1’11 read the name of a person 
and I’d like you to rate that person using the thermometer. Ratings 
between 50 and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and WarB toward 
that person. Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degrees moan that you 
don’t feel favorable toward the person and you don’t care too much for 
that person. If you recognize a name, but don’t feel particularly warm 
or cold toward the person, you would rate them at the 50 degree mark. 
If we come to a person whose name you don’t recognize, you don’t need to 
rate that person. Just tell me and we’ll move on to the nut one. 

A24a. Our first person is Ronald Reagan. How would you 
rate him using this thermometer? (PROBE “DON’T MOW” DEGREE 
RESPONSE: When you say “don’t know” do you mean 
that you don’t know who the person is, or do you 
have something else in mind?) 

A24b. Robert Dole? (How would you rate him using this 
thermometer71 

A2tc. George Rush? 

A24d. Jack Kemp? 

A24e. Gary Hart? 

AZS. (Ratings between 50 and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and 
warm toward the group. Ratings between 0 and SO degrees mean that you 
don’t feel favorable toward the group and that you don’t tire too much 
for that group. If you recognito the name, but you don’t Cod 
particularly warn or cold toward the group, you would rate it at the SO 
degree mark.) 

And still using the thermometer, how would you rate the following groups7 

A25a. Our first group is liberals. 
it using this thermometu? 

A25b. Poor people? 

A25c. Conservatives? 

A25d. Feminists? 

A25e. Republicans7 

A25f. Moral Majority? 

A25g. Dqmocrats? 

A25h. Blacks? 

A251. Christian Fundamentalists? 

A25j. People on Welfare? 

DRUUR 

(How would you rate 

LI 
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A26. Some people feel the government in Washington should see to it that 
every person has a job and a good standard of living. Others think 
the government should just let each person get ahead on their own. 

that 

A26a. Before telling me how you feel about this, could you tell me what 
kinds of things come to mind when you think about government 
mdring sure that every person has a good standard of living? (Any 
others?) 

A26b. Now, what comes to mind when you are thinking about letting each 
person get ahead on their own? (Any others?) 

A26d. Now I’d like to restate the question. 

Some people feel the government in Washington should see to it 
that every person has a job and a good standard of living. Others 
think the government should just let each person get ahead on 
their own. Which is closer to the way you feel? 

3. (IF VOLUNTEERED:) DEPENDS 
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A27. Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, a 
Democrat, an independent, or what? 

INTERVIEWER ‘CHECKPOINT: 
GO TO A27c 

DID R MENTION OR INDICATC THAT THEY WERE ASKED THIS QUESTION 
EARLIER IN THE INTCRVICW? 

•J 1. YES, MCNTIONCD 

0 2. YES, INDICATED (TONE OF VOICE, ETC.1 

cl 5. NO, NO INDICATION OR MCRTION 

E7a. Would you call yourself a A27b. Would you cann yourself a 

strong Republican or a not strong D-rat or a not 
very strong Republican? very strong D-rat? 

A27c. Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican Party or to the 
Democratic Party? 

A20a. Do you approve or disapprove of the way President Reagan has tried to 
cut taxes and reform the tax code? 

A20b. Do you apprqvo or disapdrwo of the way President Reagan bar handled the 
problem of inflation in the last few years? 



A29. Some people feel the government in Washington should make every effort 
to improve the social and economic position of blacks. Others feel the 
government should not make any special effort to help blacks because 
they should help themselves. 

A29a. Before telling me how you feel about this, could you tell me what 
kinds of things come to mind when you think about “the social and 
economic position of blacks”? (Any others?) 

A29b. What comes to mind when you think about “efforts to improve the 
social and economic position of blacks”? (Any others?) 

‘A29c. And when you hear the phrase “blacks should help themselves?” 
(Any others?) ) 

A29d. Now I’d like to restate the question. 

Saoe people feel that the governmant in Washington should make 
every effort to improve the social and economic position of 
blacks. Others feel that the government should not paakr any 
special effort to help blacks because they should help themselves. 
Which is closer to the way you feel? 

11. GOVERNMCNTl 5. HELP TWMSELVE 
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A30. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling his. 

A30a. Do you approve strongly or A30a. Do you dirapprwe strongly or 
not strongly? not strongly? 

piiEEGj 5. STRONGLY DISAPPROVE 

2. NOT STRONGLY APPROVE 4. NOT STRONGLY DISAPPROVB 

job as President? 

-p&q 

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: 

DID R WBNTION OR INDICATE THAT THEY WERE ASKBD THIS QUESTION 
EARLIER IN THE INTERVIEW? 

Cl 1. YES, MENTIONED 

Cl 2. YES, INDICATED (TUNE OF VOICE, ETC.) 

Cl 5. NO, NO INDICATION OR WBNTION 

A30b. Still thinking about the question you just answered, I'd like you 
do tell me what ideas came to mind as you were anrwuing this 
question. Exactly what things went through your mind? [DO NOT 
PROBE) 

t 
INTBRVIBWBR CRBCKPOINT! 

PLBASE RBCORD AWSWBR 'ID A30 BELOOl ARD POLLOW THB APPROPRIATR SKIP 

0 1. APPROVB 

cl .5. DISAPPROVE ---> NBXT PAOB, A3Oe 

0 0. DON’T KNOW/REFUSED ---> PAGB 18, BND OF IRTBRVIBW 

T 
A3Dc. Are there any (other) reasons that you apprwo of the way Rugan is 

handling his job as President? 

(5.1 IX+ (What ue they?) (any othus?) 

NEXT PAGE, A3Od 

c- Ij 
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A3Od. Can you think of any reasons that would lead you to disapprove of 
the way Reagan is handling his job as President? 

[5.] pb (What are they?) (any others?). 

ANSWER To A30 = DISAPPROVE 

A30e. Are there any (other) reasons that you disapprove of the way Reagan 
is handling his job as President? 

(5.woj (1.k~ (what are they?) (any others?) 

Go To A3Of 

A3Of. Can you think of any reasons that would lead you to approve of the 
way Reagan is handling his job as President? 

15.1 YES (wtmt are they?) (any others?) 

These are all the questions I have. 
help with our reseurch. 

Thank you very much for your time and your 

EXACT TIWE NW: 
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. 

CHECK THIS BOX IF THIS SERIES WAS SKIPPED BECAUSE 
A211”HAVEN’T THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS” 

_ 

A21. SOME PEOPLE THINK THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD PROVIDE FEWER SERVICES, EVEN 
IN AREAS SUCH AS HEALTH AND EDUCATION, IN ORDER TO REDUCE SPENDING. 
OTHER PEOPLE FEEL IT IS IMPORTANT FOR THE GOVERNMENT TO PROVIDE CUNY 
MORE SERJICES EVEN IF IT MEANS AN INCREASE IN SPENDING. 

A21 b. Still thinking about the question you just answered, l’d like you to 
tell me vhat ideas came to mind as you were answering that question. 
Exactly what things went through your mind? [DO NOT PROBE] 

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: 

PLEASE RECORD ANSWER TO A21 BELOW AND FOLLOW THE APPROPRIATE SKIP 

1. REDUCING GOV’T 
SERVICES 

- m e ~wtERERNwTo 

NEXT PAGE, A2lc A2lg ’ 

A2lc. Are there any (other) reasons that you favor reducing government 
services? 

15.1 Irk--> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

NEXT PAGE, 
A2ld 
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. 

A21d. Do you see any problems with reducing government services? 

II I=}---> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

RETURN TO 
CATI IW 

RETURN TO CATI INTERVIEW 

I AJGWER TO A21 = PROVIDING MORE GOVERNMENT S= 

A2le. Are there any (other) reasons that you favor providing more 
government services? 

[5.] [=I--> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO TO A2lf 

A2lf. Do you see any problems with providing more government services? 

1 5. No 1 1 1. YES I-> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

RETURN TO 
CAT: IW 

RETURN TO CAT1 1MTERVIBU 

-- 
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ANSWER TO A21 = DEPENDS 

A21g. Are there any reasons that you favor reducing government 
services? 

i] pIYES> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO TO A21h 

A21h. Do you see any problems with reducing government services? 

(1 It-> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO TO A2li 

A21 i . Are there any reasons that you favor providing more government 
services? 

11 \=I--> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

NEXT PAGE, 
A2lj 

A-. x 
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. 

A21j. Do you see any problems with providing more government services? 

15.1 (I-F----, (What are they?) (Any others?) 

RETURN TO 
CATI SW 

RETURN TO CAT1 INTERVIEW 

.- 



i. 
I 
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. 

El CHECK THIS BOX IF THIS SERIES WAS SKIPPED BECAUSE 
AIQ="HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS" 

. 

A44. SOME PEOPLE FEEL THE GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON SHOULD SEE TO IT THAT 
EVERY PERSON HAS A JOB AND A GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING. OTHERS THINK 
THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD JUST LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON THEIR 
OWN. 

A44b. Still thinking about the question you just answered, I'd like you to 
tell me what ideas came to mind as you were answering that question. 
Exactly what things vent through your mind? [DO NOT PROBE] 

r-l 0. NOTHING 1 

I 

I I 

1 
INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: 

PLEASE RECORD ANSWER TO A44 BELOW MD FOLLOW THE APPROPRIATE SKIP 

A44c. Are there any (other) reasons that you favor government efforts 
to make certain that every person has a job and a good standard 
of living? 

15.1 PI-> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

NEXT PAGE, 
A44d 

I- 
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. 

A44d. Do you see any problems with government efforts to make certain 
that every person has a job and a good standard of living? 

11 [=I-> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

RETURN TO 
CAT1 IW 

RETURN TO CAT1 INTERVIEW 

ANSWER TO A44 = GET AHEAD ALONE 

A44e. Are there any (other) reasons that you think the government should 
just let each person get ahead on their own? 

11 p]-> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO TO A44f 
, 

A44f. Do you see any problems with the government letting each person 
get ahead on their ovn? 

[cl 1rt-B (What are they?) (Any others?) 

RETURN TO 
CAT1 IW 

RETURN TO CATI INTERVIEW 

--- 
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I ANSWER TO A44 = DEPENDS 1 

A44g. Are there any reasons that you favor government efforts 
to make certain that every person has a job and a good standard 
of living? 

15.1 lYYGJ-> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO TO A44h 

A44h. Do you see any problems vith government efforts to make certain 
that every person has a job and a good standard of living? 

15.1 I}-> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO TO A44i 

A44i. Are there any reasons that you think the government should 
just let each person get ahead on their own? 

15.1 II-> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

NEXT PAGE, 
A44j 
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. 

A44j. Do you see any problems with the government letting each person get 
ahead on their own? 

11 (Any others?) (,.q-> (What are they?) 

RETURN TO 
CAT1 IW 

RRTURR TO CATI INTERVIEW 
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. 

I CHECK THIS BOX IF THIS SERIES WAS SKIPPED BECAUSE 
AQl=“KAVEN’T THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS” 

_ 

h47. SOME PEOPLE FEEL THAT THE GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON SHOULD HAKE EVERY 
EFFORT TO IMPROVE THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC POSITION OF BLACKS. OTHERS 
FEEL THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD NOT MAKE ANY SPECIAL EFFORT TO HELP 
BLACKS BECAUSE THEY SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES. 

A47b. Still thinking about the question you just answered, I'd like you to 
tell me vhat ideas came to mind as you were answering that question. 
Exactly what things went through your mind? [DO NOT PROBE] 

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: 

PLEASE RECORD ANSWER TO A47 BELOW AND FOLLOW THE APPROPRIATE SKIP 

1. GOVERNMENT 
EFFORTS -pEL-j e1 18.>gyyp 

NEXT PAGE, A47e A47g * 

A47c. Are there any (other) reasons that you favor government efforts to 
improve the social and economic position of blacks? 

[5.l (1.=t--> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

NEXT PAGE, 
A4 7d 

-’ 
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. 

A47d. Do you see any problems with government efforts to improve the 
social and economic position of blacks? 

11 pyes-f----, (What are they?) (Any others?) 

RETURN TO 
CAT1 IW 

RETURN TD CATI INTERVIEW 

I ANSWER TO A47 - BLACKS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES I 

A47e. Are there any (other) reasons that you favor letting blacks help 
themselves? 

11 II-> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO TO A47f 
I 

A47f. Do you see any problems with letting blacks help themselves? 

I] I]-> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

RETURN TO 
CAT1 IW 

RETURN TO CAT1 INTERVIEW 
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. 

ANSWER TO A47 = DEPENDS 

A47g. Are there any reasons that you favor government efforts to 
improve the social and economic position of blacks? 

(5.1 PI--, (What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO TO A47h 

A47h. Do you see any problems with government efforts to improve the 
social and economic position of blacks? 

15.1 II.]--> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO TO A47i 

A47i Are there any reasons that you favor letting blacks help 
themse Ives? 

15.1 pi---~----, (What are they?) (Any others?) 

NEXT PAGE, 
A47j 
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A47j. Do you see any problems with letting blaiks help themselves? 

I 5. NO) Il. YES 1-B (what are they?) (Any others? 1 

RETURN TO 
CAT1 IW 

RETURN TO CAT1 INTERVIEW 

)__ 
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. 

A48. DO YOU APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF THE WAY RONALD REAGAN IS HANDLING HIS 
JOB AS PRESIDENT? 

A48b. Still thinking about the question you just answered, I’d like you to 
tell me what ideas came to mind as you were answering that question. 
Exactly what things vent through your mind? [DO NOT PROBE] 

V 
INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: 

. I 
PLEASE RECORD ANSWER TO A48 BELOW AND FOLLOW THE APPROPRIATE SKIP 

1. APPROVE 

NEXT PAGE, A48e 

V 

A48c. Are there any (other) reasons that you approve of the way Reagan is 
handling his job as President? 

[5.] [x}--z(What are they?) (Any others?) 

NEXT PAGE, 
A48d 
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A48d. Can you think of any reasons that would lead you to disapprove of 
the way Reagan is handling his job as President? 

(1 ~YES~---> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

RETURN TO 
CAT1 IW 

RETURN TO CAT1 INTERVIEW 

1 ANSWER TO A48 = DISAPPROVE 1 

A48e. Are there any (other) reasons that you disapprove of the way Reagan 
is handling his job as President? 

15.J IF1-B (What are they?) (Any others?) 

GO TO A48f , 

A48f. Can you think of any reasons that would lead you to approve of the 
way Reagan is handling his job as President? 

11 I--> (What are they?) (Any others?) 

RETURN TO 
CAT1 IW 

RETURN TO CAT1 INI’RRVIEW 
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FORM B 

A51. Some people think the government should provide fewer services even 
in areas such as health and education in order to reduce sptnding. 
Other people feel it is important for the government to provide many 
more services, even if it means an increase in spending. 
know how you feel about this, but... 

WC’ like to 

A51a. Before telling me how you feel about this, could you tell me what 
kinds of things come to mind when you think about fewer aovtrnmtnt 
services? (Any others?) 

A51b. Now, what kinds of things come to mind when you think about 
increases in aovernment spendinq? (Any others?) 

RRTURR TO CAT1 IRTERVIIIW 

L 
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A52. Some people feel the government in Washington should see to it that 
every person has a job and a good standard of living. Others think 
that the government should just let each person get ahead on their 
own. We’d like to know how you feel about this, but... 

A52a. Before telling me how you feel about this, could you tell me what 
kinds of things come to mind when you think about qovtrnment 
makins sure that every person has a aood standard of livinq? 
(Any others? 1 

A52b. Now, what comes to mind when you are thinking about 
lettina each person att ahead on their own? (Any others?) 

RETURN TO CAT1 XNTERVIEW 

I-_-. , 



I 
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A55. Some people feel the government in Washington should make everk effort 
to improve the social and economic position of blacks. Others feel 
the government should not make any special effort to help blacks 
because they should help themselves. We’d like to know how you 
feel about this, but... 

A55a. Before telling me how you feel about this, could you tell me what 
kinds of things come to mind when you think about “the social and 
economic position of blacks”? (Any others?) 

A55b. What comes to mind when you think about “efforts to improve the 
social and economic position of blacks”? (Any others?) 

A55c. And (what comes to mind) when you hear the phrase “blacks should help 
themselves”? (Any others?) 

RETURN TO CATI INTERVXEW 
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